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- A focused venue for study of the molecular genetics, biochemistry and cell biology of neurological disorders
- Encompasses basic research in the fields of molecular genetics, signal transduction, plasticity, and cell death
- Coverage ranges from genetic analyses of human populations to animal and cell culture models of neurological disorders
- 100% of authors who answered a survey reported that they would definitely publish or probably publish in the journal again

NeuroMolecular Medicine presents cutting-edge research articles and critical reviews on the molecular and biochemical basis of neurological disorders. Coverage ranges from genetic analyses of human populations to animal and cell culture models of neurological disorders, and includes findings concerning the identification of genetic aberrancies and their pathogenic mechanisms at the molecular and cellular levels. Coverage includes experimental analyses of molecular cascades involved in the development and adult plasticity of the nervous system, in neurological dysfunction, and in neuronal degeneration and repair. NeuroMolecular Medicine encompasses basic research in molecular genetics, signal transduction, plasticity, and cell death. The journal gives special attention to synthetic research and reviews that aim to bridge genetic aberrancies with cellular and molecular mechanisms of neurological pathogenesis.
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